and development were investigated. The results (Fig. 5) indicate
that only in the West section both on the Czech and Austrian
sides a relation between the distance from the boundary and
land use structure can be found. In the Czech and Austrian
west sections the share of arable land is higher in zones that are
farther from the boundary whereas the share of forest is highest in the zone neighbouring the boundary. In the Czech and
Austrian West sections the same land use development can be
observed. Both sections show a decrease in the share of arable
land and increase of forests in all of the three parallel zones
between 1948/49 and 1990 (Fig. 5).
The distance from the boundary does not have any inﬂuence
on the land use structure in the remaining two sections (Central
and East) on the Czech as well as Austrian side of the boundary. We also tried to search for a possible dependency between
the distance from the boundary and the overall rate of land use
change expressed by the index of change (see Bičík et al. 1996,
in a nutshell the index tells us how many percent of land use
changes in total have occurred between the two time horizons).
Nevertheless, the results (Tab. 1) cannot support our primary
assumption, as the rate of land use change was not higher in the
zone, which is neighbouring the state boundary. Moreover, the
overall rates of land use change seem to be similar on the Czech
and Austrian side of the boundary.

Tab. 1 — Values of the index of change for sections and zones in the Czech-Austrian
borderland
CZE

AUT

1948/1990

1949/1990

West I

0.18

0.10

West II

0.21

0.12

West III

0.10

0.10

West

0.16

0.10

Central I

0.09

0.05

Central II

0.06

0.08

Central III

0.06

0.09

Central

0.07

0.04

East I

0.13

0.10

East II

0.15

0.09

East III

0.16

0.07

East

0.14

0.08

Borderland

0.13

0.05

Index of change

the LU structure can be found only in the western sections.
Remaining parts of the borderland do not provide us evidence
of dependency between the land use structure and the presence
of the state boundary. Furthermore, the question is whether the
disclosed dependency in the West section is a matter of the distance from the boundary or if there is another element having
an inﬂuence on the changing land use structure. It is important
to realize that the boundary in the West section follows the
highest peaks of the local highland and mountains. So that the
physical-geographical predisposition might be more important
than the distance factor in this section.

4.2 Land Use Results Discussion
The most interesting aspect of the presented study was that it
compared and searched for diﬀerences between the land use
development in a communist country (Czechoslovakia) and
a country that has not experienced a centrally planned and
deformed economic system. Furthermore, Czechoslovakia
witnessed a quick agricultural transition from family and
small-scale farming to Soviet style kolkhozes. Apart from that,
the Czech(oslovakian) side of the studied borderland was inﬂuenced by a huge depopulation caused by the post war transfer
of Czech Germans. Besides that, there was a very speciﬁc military regime on the Czech side of the borderland which evolved
along the boundary between the “capitalistic West” and the
“socialistic East”. The infamous feature of that regime was the
Iron Curtain. Presumably, high diﬀerences in land use structure could have been expected to be disclosed in the presented
study. However, our data and results show that two out of three
investigated border sections had very similar land use structure
and development in 1948/49 and 1990. Despite the fact, that
the index of change reaches higher value for the Czech borderland sections and zones (Tab. 1), it does not vary signiﬁcantly
from that of the Austrian borderland. The only noticeable transboundary diﬀerences of land use development can be found
the East section. In contrast to the Austrian East section, which
hosted an increase in the share of arable land (reaching almost
80 percent in 1990), the Czech East lost in the share of arable
land (in 1990 representing 62.5 percent of the total share).
Thus, the study has revealed, that the land use structure
in the borderland had a very similar pattern in the ﬁrst analysed year (1948/49) – both in the sections as well as in the
zones. Even the development followed the same pattern in
Austria and Czechoslovakia, except the above mentioned east
section. These results show that the so called general driving
forces (for more information about the driving forces see Bičík,
Jeleček, Štěpánek 2001) were the prevailing factor of land use
development even under the conditions of a centrally directed
economy in Czechoslovakia. The study has also disclosed that
the correlation between the distance from the boundary and

4.3 Land Cover Research in the Case Areas
The land use part of the research, which operated with territorial units either in communes or in BTUs, can show us general
trends in land use development, changes in land use structure
and land use pattern. The land use analysis can help us identify
regions with anomalies in general land use development. However, it does not tell us much about changes in land cover and
its structure. Moreover, land use analysis does not provide us
with any information about changes and development of spatial
distribution of plots. Therefore it is essential to combine land
use and land cover approach with the land change research.
Such combination can provide us better understanding of the
processes that form the landscape (Pontius, Boersma, Castella
et al. 2008; Pelorosso, Leone and Boccia 2009). Hence, in the
presented study two case areas were investigated in a more
detailed way and the LC development was studied in those.
The study worked with two pre-selected areas – Valticko
and Vitorazsko (Fig. 1). There are few features that these
areas have in common and for which they were chosen to be
investigated. Both of them became part of Czechoslovakia as a
result of the St. Germaine Treaty (September 10, 1919). In other
words, both of them used to be historical part of Austria until
that day. The primary reasons for their incorporation of these
areas into Czechoslovakia were railway tracks that would have
been otherwise oddly transected by the newly established state
boundary between Austria and Czechoslovakia. Another common feature for these areas was the national composition – in
both areas Germans and Czechs lived together until the end of
WWII, when Czech Germans had to abandon their homes in
Czechoslovakia and a great part of the Czech borderland was
resettled. Both areas include Austrian as well as Czech villages.
Valticko is 106.2 km2 large with 48.6 km2 in Austria and 57.6 km2
in Czechia, including three Austrian villages and three Czech
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Fig. 12 — Land cover of Vitorazsko in 1823

Fig. 13 — Land cover of Vitorazsko in 2005
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villages (see Fig. 2, where also old land/administrative boundary is indicated). Vitorazsko is smaller compared to Valticko
and covers an area of 56.1 km2. Austrian part has 26.4 km2 and
the slightly larger Czech part has 29.6 km2. It is composed of
several cadastral units – for detailed overview see Fig. 3.

Tab. 2 – Values of the index of change for sections and zones in the Czech-Austrian
borderland
Index of change

4.4 Land Cover Analysis — Vitorazsko
Cadastral maps that were used for the analysis of land cover
development within Vitorazsko have their origin in 1823. At
that time, this region represented poor territory with unfertile
soils and with low population density. However, the situation
in the region changed dramatically when the decision about
the railroad connecting Vienna with Prague was made because
the railroad was designed to transect Vitorazsko. Due to this
newly built railroad the town Gmünd gained in importance
and became a railroad terminal. Soon railroad workshops, railway station, residential homes, and trade shops were built in
places, where no settlement existed prior to 1870. Later, with
the newly established sovereign states of Austria and Czechoslovakia, the town was split with the boundary copying the
stream of the Luznice River. Hence the Austrian Gmünd had to
have a new railway station built that opened in 1922. Nevertheless, the presented set of two maps captures also other events
that are inscribed in the landscape. Noticeable is the decrease
in the extent of arable land on the both sides of the boundary,
and the presence of open pit mines in Austria as well as in
Czechia. Attention should be also drawn to the abandonment
and destruction of the settlement that can be observed in the
Krabonos cadastre on the Czech side of the Vitorazsko. The reason for the destruction of that village was the military zone that
was established in selected sections of the Czech borderland.
In the current landscape, we should draw our attention to the
ﬁrst (within the Czech and Austrian borderland) trans-boundary business park which was founded together by Gmünd and
České Velenice. Despite the general perception that sees the
Czech borderland as a part of the country that has experienced
the most dramatic changes, it is, however, the Austrian side of
Vitorazsko that has higher values of an index of change (see
Tab. 2 and Figs. 12–14).

Vitorazsko (CZE)

0.20

Vitorazsko (AUT)

0.25

Valticko (CZE)

0.19

Valticko (AUT)

0.17

inequality that can be observed is in the spatial distribution of
vineyards plots in the landscape. On the Austrian side of Valticko, vineyard plots are more scattered whereas on the Czech
side of Valticko, there are less plots but with much higher
individual extent. The last thing that catches our attention is
the lack of settlement development in the Uvaly u Valtic cadastral unit. The inhibition in any settlement development in this
particular village is related to former proximity of the so called
“Iron Curtain” during the communist period. Interestingly, the
village was supposed to be let to die out during the communist
period. When the index of change is compared in the Austrian
and the Czech part, the results show that it does not vary from
one another signiﬁcantly – similarly to the previous example of
Vitorazsko (Tab. 2 and Figs. 15–17).

5. Conclusion
The research explored land use and land cover development
in the area of the Czech-Austrian borderland and it has contributed to our better understanding of the changing landscape
and forces that are driving those changes. Despite the entirely
diﬀerent political, economical and social development in Austria and Czechia, the land use development does not reﬂect this
diﬀerence as much as one could have thought. The land use
development seems to follow more general driving forces and
seems to be partly inert to speciﬁc driving forces. Even on a
small scale level the development in the land use structure was
quite similar in the Austrian and Czech borderland (see the case
areas). Another interesting outcome of the research is the rate
of land use change, which again does not vary a lot when the
Austrian and Czech borderland are compared. The rate of land
use changes was similar on both larger and smaller regional
levels. However, there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences and variations
when the commune level is investigated. It is the land cover
analysis that can disclose diﬀerences which cannot be involved
within statistical numbers and indexes. It is the landscape pattern and the setting of plots (ﬁelds, meadows, vineyards, etc.)
that together form the mosaic – the landscape. Therefore the
land change research should be more focused on better analysis of the land cover structure and aimed at the development or
resistance of landscape plots. It should investigate the questions
why some elements are present in the landscape for decades
and why some disappear or are removed from the landscape.
What is the community value of such elements and what they
can tell us about the landscape itself? The land change research
can be broaden by such analysis and can be enriched by new
views of the landscape around us.

4.5 Land Cover Analysis — Valticko
As already mentioned in the preceding paragraph, Valticko
similarly to Vitorazsko was part of Austria and the town of Valtice used to be an Austrian judicial county town. For several
centuries the Lichtenstein family owned the castle in the town
of Valtice. And it was them who transformed the landscape of
Valticko and who let many structures, parks, artiﬁcial ponds
and a castle be built. This very speciﬁc and unique manmade
landscape complex was inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1996. Therefore, the detailed analysis of the land
cover development can provide important information on the
formation of local landscape.
Valticko in contrast to Vitorazsko belongs to a region with
very suitable conditions for crop production and for vine growing. The increasing importance of vine growing can be observed
on both sides of the boundary since in both the Austrian and
Czech part of the case area the extent of the vineyards have
doubled between 1821 and 2005. However the spatial distribution of vineyards is highly unequal. In only one of the Austrian
cadastral units the extent of vineyards has doubled. At the same
time one of the cadastral units (Katzelsdorf) shows a signiﬁcant drop in the original extent of vineyards. The other spatial
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